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Linsoul Audio, QKZ, and HBB Unveils Hades: The Ultimate Dual Dynamic Driver In-Ear Monitor

Linsoul Audio is proud to present the QKZ x HBB Hades, a groundbreaking collaboration between
QKZ x HBB

QKZ, renowned for their high-quality yet budget-friendly audio products, and HawaiiBadboy
(HBB), the esteemed YouTube audio reviewer of Bad Guy Good Audio Reviews. The QKZ x HBB
Hades combines technological innovation with professional tuning to offer an unparalleled
listening experience.

As a leading retailer of premium audio equipment, Linsoul Audio is excited to exclusively offer the
QKZ x HBB Hades to its customers. This collaboration represents a fusion of expertise, with QKZ
contributing their advanced manufacturing capabilities and HBB lending his years of experience
in analyzing audio signatures.

The QKZ x HBB Hades features a dual dynamic driver configuration, comprising two
high-performance 9mm LCP diaphragm dynamic drivers. This innovative design allows for
increased output across the frequency spectrum while minimizing distortion, resulting in
exceptional clarity and detail. The liquid crystal polymer (LCP) diaphragms ensure responsiveness
and rigidity, delivering a rich and engaging sound signature.

Tuned for music enthusiasts, the Hades offers a bass-forward sound profile that enhances the
listening experience for genres such as rock, hip-hop, and pop. The strong bass response is
complemented by a balanced treble, ensuring clarity and articulation without any harshness or
fatigue.

With its detachable cable, users can customize their listening experience and maximize the
longevity of Hades in-ear monitors.

The QKZ x HBB Hades is now available exclusively on Linsoul Audio.

Contact us

PR
Kareena: kareena@linsoul.com
Website: https://www.Linsoul.com/
QKZ x HBB Hades Page:
https://www.linsoul.com/products/qkz-x-hbb-hades

About Linsoul Audio

Linsoul Audio was established in 2016 by a small team of music lovers seeking to explore the
world of high-fidelity audio. We curate the finest Hi-Fi audio products that the world has to offer
at the lowest possible price, to welcome all into the immersive experience of high-resolution
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music.

Photos of QKZ x HBB Hades：

(Hades earphone and its Packaging)
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